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Abstract: The use of engineering topography, both in the realization of works of art
and in their rehabilitation, is a particularly important element in the adoption of the best
technical, economic and sustainable solutions.
In this article, we set out to present a topographic study necessary for the
rehabilitation of a land area related to a sports complex located in Bocşa, Caraş-Severin
County in Romania..
Keywords: engineering topography, 3D modeling, volume calculation, rehabilitation,
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1. Introduction
With a tradition of almost a century, the Izvor sports complex from Bocşa locality,
Caraş-Severin county, has represented in the past a beautiful story in what meant the history
of Banatului de Munte and the previously mentioned locality. With a football team founded in
1925, in the former Bocşa Montană locality, we can say that the Izvor sports complex
represented at that time, if we can say, a part of the pioneering sport of round ball for a series
of personalities from the Romanian sports world. At that time, the sports complex is now
becoming a ruin, on the back of which, once every four years, the candidates of the existing
public positions at the level of Bocşa locality often carry out their electoral campaign without
results in the promised senses. Figure 1 shows the presentation of the current grandstand of
the Izvor - Bocşa Montană stadium.

Fig. 1 "Izvor - Bocşa Montană" stadium grandstand
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Given the location about 20 km from Resita and benefiting from an altitude of
about 180 m above the Black Sea level, with a rich amount of oxygen, the area was
declared a climate resort by the decision of the Ministry of Labor, Health and Welfare
no. 46,713 of July 25, 1931. Figure 2 shows the location of the sports complex "Izvor Bocşa Montană".

Fig. 2 Framing the studied objective in the area
Starting from what the sports complex "Izvor - Bocşa Montană" meant and
from the desire to support the local community in the sense of promoting physical
activities among young people and not only, from the point of view of the
specialization we have, we proceeded to achieve a topographic study on the
rehabilitation of the field surface related to the old football stadium, an area affected
over time by a series of floods and deformations of the land surface, which can be seen
in Figure 3, a study presented in this article.

Fig. 3 Presentation of the current surface of the stadium "Izvor - Bocşa Montană"
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Surveying instruments used
In order to perform the specialized topographic measurements necessary to perform
this topographic study, we used as a measuring instrument a total station with a precision of 5
seconds, which can be seen in Figure 4.

Fig. 4 Total Station
2.2 Surveying methods used
The topographic measurements in the field were performed using as support points,
the old altimetric and planimetric coordinates known as SI1 and SI2, points from which using
the leveling method the entire surface of the stadium area was determined, as we can observe
in figure 5, some of the results obtained can be seen in tables 1 and 2.

Fig. 5 Graphic extract of the method used to perform topographic measurements
PO
EAST
NORTH
ELEVATION
SI1
248790.015
434773.757
184.967
SI2
248872.896
434853.352
181.704
Table 1 Extract from the coordinate inventory of old points
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PO
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

EAST
248870.571
248857.443
248844.036
248891.643
248944.869
248944.658
248958.148
248971.280
248920.612
248906.389
248900.538
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NORTH ELEVATION
434859.233
181.480
434892.525
180.585
434925.458
179.851
434946.634
180.367
434965.572
180.865
434964.948
180.907
434931.809
181.815
434898.708
182.486
434877.991
181.986
434913.925
180.974
434864.336
182.232

Table 2 Extract from the coordinate inventory of the measured points
2.3 Methods used in the process of automation and calculation of data obtained
from measurements
In order to perform the process of automation and calculation of data obtained from
measurements, the following methods were used:
a) for the calculation of the volumes, the 3D representation and the representation of
the displacement vectors of the studied area, an automated software for measured data
processing (Surfer) was used, in figure 6 being presented an extract from the calculation
generated by this software:

Fig. 6 Extract from data processing using the Surfer program
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b) in order to materialize in the field the horizontality of the land surface afferent to
the lawn, the calculations specific to the square method were used, a method that based on the
data obtained by executing the geometric leveling of the respective part of the land
represented network of squares with a side between 10-15 m, depending on the terrain.
Below is the calculation necessary for the materialization work of the horizontalization
of the studied area, where for the beginning we calculated the average share of each square
using the relation described in (2.1):
Hi=Hi1+Hi2+Hi3+Hi4
(2.1)
4
H1 = 179.851+180.367+180.974+180.585 = 180.444m
4
H2 = 180.367+180.907+181.815+180.974= 181.016m
4
H3 = 180.974+181.815+182.486+181.986= 181.815m
4
H4 =180.585+180.974+181.986+181.480= 181.256m
4
where: H1, H2, H3, H4 - represent the average dimensions of each square.
Then we proceeded to calculate the average share of the land which was made using
the relation described in (2.2):
Ho=H1+H2+H3+H4
4
Ho=180.444+181.016+181.815+181.256 =181.133m
4
where: Ho - represents the average elevation of the land.
Finally, to determine the final elevations that will be materialized in the field in order
to horizontalize the land surface that we will calculate with the relation (2.3)
Cl=Ho-Hij

(2.3)

• C1(100)=181.133-181.480 = - 0.347m
• C2(101)=181.133-180.585 = 0.548m
• C3(102)=181.133-179.851 = 1.282m
• C4(103)=181.133-180.367 = 0.766m
• C5(105)=181.133-180.907 = 0.226m
• C6(106)=181.133-181.815 = - 0.682m
• C7(107)=181.133-182.486 = - 1.353m
• C8(108)=181.133-181.986 = - 0.853m
• C9(109)=181.133- 180.974 = 0.159m
• C10(110)=181.133-182.232 = -1.099m
values against which we will have for Ci> 0 filling, and for Ci <0 excavation.
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3. Results and Discussion
Once the data is calculated and processed using the Surfer program, we will
obtain the calculation of the volume shown in Figure 7, the representation of the area
in contour lines shown in Figure 8, the representation of the vector displacement
shown in Figure 9 and the 3D model shown in Figure 10.

Fig. 7 Volume calculation

Fig. 8 Representation of the area in contour lines
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Fig. 9 Representation of vector displacement

Fig.10 Representation of the obtained 3D model
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4. Conclusions
Following the study we concluded that over time the measured land area has
undergone some significant changes, in which case for the reduction to zero working area of
the land area we consider that the working methodology adopted by us can be applied with
success not only for the sports complex "Izvor - Bocşa Montană" but also for other objectives
that require the horizontalization of the interested surface.
Engineering topography through the application methods that are found in the content
of this discipline brings an added value in achieving or rehabilitating, depending on the case,
the objectives subject to investments, in terms of technical solutions they offer, in terms of
efficiency costs but also the choice of sustainable solutions for sustainable development.
As a final conclusion, we move forward with the hope that objectives such as the one
studied from a topographic point of view, namely the complex "Izvor - Bocşa Montană", but
also others existing in our country, be they of local, county, national interest , in UNESCO
patrimony., etc., will be rehabilitated in order to restore them in the civil circuit, so that the
next generations will also enjoy their benefits.
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